**Quick-Reference Part Locator, & Contact Information**

PCC has been designing and manufacturing fasteners and precision components for over 100 years. We've listed some of the most common fastener and precision component types below, but the configurations that we produce are endless. If you do not see the product you need, chances are we already either have it in stock or can manufacture it. Please refer to our website to search fasteners and precision components or call us for guidance with your application or procurement needs.

### Fasteners

- **Bolts**
  - Blind Rivets
  - Blind Nuts
  - Bearing Locknuts
  - Bead-Lock Locking Lugs

- **Bolts & Screws**
  - Blind Screws
  - Rivets
  - Retainer Screws

- **Hydraulic Fittings**
  - AN/NAS standards
  - Beam seal
  - Beam seal PERMALITE®
  - Radial seal FERMIHARD®
  - Flashed
  - Internally swaged
  - Ring locked

- **Assemblies**
  - Cherry 1900®
  - CherryMAX®
  - CherryLock®
  - Cherry SST®

- **Ball-Lok® Pins**
  - Spars
  - Detent pins
  - Chains

- **FASTENERS**
  - MAXIBOLT®
  - Streamers
  - MAXIBOLT®
  - MAXIBOLT®

- **Torx®**
  - Overhead bags
  - Folding handles

- **Threads**
  - Symmetric threads
  - TRU-FLEX® prevailing-tooth locking feature

- **Fasteners**
  - Taper-Lok®
  - OCTO-TITE®
  - ForceMate®
  - Tri-Slot®

- **Washers**
  - Square socket
  - Offset cruciform

- **Studs and Inserts**
  - Hexagonal
  - Round

- **Latches and Keepers**
  - Greer Technologies

- **Blind Nut Systems**
  - PERMASWAGE®
  - PERMALITE®

- **Hydraulic Fittings**
  - AN/NAS standards
  - Beam seal
  - Beam seal PERMALITE®
  - Radial seal FERMIHARD®
  - Flashed
  - Internally swaged
  - Ring locked

- **Assemblies**
  - Cherry 1900®
  - CherryMAX®
  - CherryLock®
  - Cherry SST®

- **Ball-Lok® Pins**
  - Spars
  - Detent pins
  - Chains

- **FASTENERS**
  - MAXIBOLT®
  - Streamers
  - MAXIBOLT®
  - MAXIBOLT®

- **Torx®**
  - Overhead bags
  - Folding handles

- **Threads**
  - Symmetric threads
  - TRU-FLEX® prevailing-tooth locking feature

- **Fasteners**
  - Taper-Lok®
  - OCTO-TITE®
  - ForceMate®
  - Tri-Slot®

- **Washers**
  - Square socket
  - Offset cruciform

- **Studs and Inserts**
  - Hexagonal
  - Round

- **Latches and Keepers**
  - Greer Technologies

- **Blind Nut Systems**
  - PERMASWAGE®
  - PERMALITE®

**Quick-Reference Product Guide**

This table includes the main product groupings manufactured by PCC Airframe Products companies. The numbers in the circles refer to manufacturing plants. Complete contact information can be found within this reference guide.

### Anchor Nuts
- Ball-Lock Parts
- Quick-Release Pins

### Barrels and Screws
- Bead-Lock Locking Lugs

### Blind Locking Lugs
- Blind Nuts
- Blind Rivets

### Blind Bolts
- Bolts & Screws
- Panel Fasteners

### Bolted Parts
- Panel Fasteners
- Latch Assemblies
-semblies
- Locknuts

### Hydraulic Fittings
- AN/NAS standards
- Beam seal
- Beam seal PERMALITE®
- Radial seal FERMIHARD®
- Flashed
- Internally swaged
- Ring locked

### Assemblies
- Cherry 1900®
- CherryMAX®
- CherryLock®
- Cherry SST®

### Ball-Lok® Pins
- Spars
- Detent pins
- Chains

### Fasteners
- MAXIBOLT®
- Streamers
- MAXIBOLT®
- MAXIBOLT®

### Torx®
- Overhead bags
- Folding handles

### Threads
- Symmetric threads
- TRU-FLEX® prevailing-tooth locking feature

### Fasteners
- Taper-Lok®
- OCTO-TITE®
- ForceMate®
- Tri-Slot®

### Washers
- Square socket
- Offset cruciform

### Studs and Inserts
- Hexagonal
- Round

### Latches and Keepers
- Greer Technologies

### Blind Nut Systems
- PERMASWAGE®
- PERMALITE®

### HYDRAULIC FITTINGS
- AN/NAS standards
- Beam seal
- Beam seal PERMALITE®
- Radial seal FERMIHARD®
- Flashed
- Internally swaged
- Ring locked

### ASSEMBLIES
- Cherry 1900®
- CherryMAX®
- CherryLock®
- Cherry SST®

### BALL-LOK® PINS
- Spars
- Detent pins
- Chains

### FASTENERS
- MAXIBOLT®
- Streamers
- MAXIBOLT®
- MAXIBOLT®

### TORX®
- Overhead bags
- Folding handles

### THREADS
- Symmetric threads
- TRU-FLEX® prevailing-tooth locking feature

### FASTENERS
- Taper-Lok®
- OCTO-TITE®
- ForceMate®
- Tri-Slot®

### WASHERS
- Square socket
- Offset cruciform

### STUDS AND INSERTS
- Hexagonal
- Round

### LATCHES AND KEEPERS
- Greer Technologies

### BLIND NUT SYSTEMS
- PERMASWAGE®
- PERMALITE®

---

**Trademarks and Licensing Agreements**

ADAMS, COMP-BAR, RIV-LOC, DOUBLEHEAD MUSTARD®, HP FOR LOKSET LOC-ONE®, V/WOGS 911646, MULTICAP, SPS, and FUR-LOC are registered trademarks of the Hi-Shear Corporation. SPS and PCC are registered trademarks of SPS Technologies. TRU-FLEX® and SPS TECHNOLOGY are trademarks of SPS Technologies. SPS Technologies is licensed by Hi-Shear, a division of American Standard, to manufacture HI-LITE® fasteners. SPS Technologies is licensed by Hi-Lite to manufacture HI-LINE® fasteners.

Airframe and SPS Technologies Ltd. 11, Bideford Road is an independent fastener manufacturer in the U.K. Hi-Lite are the only licensed manufacturers of Cherry Fasteners.

ESFE is a registered trademark of Hex-Nord Industries Inc. EASSECO Fasteners, Inc. Fowles Fasteners, Inc. and Formfit are registered trademarks of Fastigue Technology, Inc. Safe Secure Cold Fasteners, LP is a trademark of Fastigue Technology, Inc.

GREER STOP NUT and GREER are a registered trademark of SPS Technologies Inc. SPS Technologies is licensed by Hex-Nord Industries Inc. AIRIS and CABLE STOP are registered trademarks of American Standard, Inc. PCC and INCORNE, are registered trademark of the Special Metals Corporation group of companies. SPS is a registered trademark of SPS Technologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom. SPS TECHNOLOGY is a registered trademark of SPS Technologies. TRU-FLEX® is a registered trademark of Cherrymax Fasteners Corp.

---

**Contact Information**

Airline Precision Component
Airworks Mfg., Inc.
8403 S. Avenida de las Americas
Odessa, TX 79762

PCC Fasteners

PCC Fasteners is a registered trademark of PCC Airframe Products

---

**Products**

- Hydraulics Fittings
- Bolts and Screws
- Hydraulic Fittings
- Fasteners
- Bolts and Screws
- Hydraulic Fittings
- Bolts and Screws